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OVERCROWDING
Packing them

BY CAROLINE

MORTON

in for

in

St.

of conversation around campus

ice the beginning of the academic year has been the
lusually high enrollment of students in the University
this

fall.

Current enrollment

unusually

high

is

approximately 1050:

number of students

for

Sewanee

many

Luke's because there are so

Actually,

A MAJOR TOPIC

another academic year

according

to

people here.'

Douglas Seiters,

Dean

of

not as 'huge' as it seems
It
slightly larger than last year's.
is true that there are more freshman men than anticipated, reversing the trend of the past few years of

Men, the freshman
and is in fact only

class

more women entering

as

is

how they're having to move
people into the Sewanee Inn?' or 'So-and-so is living
huge?' or 'Did you hear

showed

situation
class

lies

not just

(approximately

in

305),

the size

but

of previously enrolled students.

in

the

'crowded'

of the freshman
the retention rate

This unusually high

upperclassmen

'contradicted

up

than

the

number

that

prereEistered

last spring.

Also,

for

returning

the

35

HOWEVER, THE REASON

of

statistical analysis' Seiters said.
'Well less' than
approximately 700 returning students were expected to register for the Advent semester. More people

best

freshmen.

has brought with

it its problems.
Frequently heard remarks around Gailor or the B.C.
ive been on the lines of 'Why is the Freshman class so

rate

of

statistics

the University expected to lose from
the

preregistered

students

from the past few

on

the

30 to

basis

of

years, but in the end, the

University only lost about five students.

Although

Dean

Seiters

described

this

situation as

See Overcrowding, Page 16
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Drink pagodas part of Gailor plan
so

BY LIZA FIELD

WHEN THE PURPLE

interviewed Bruce Harper,
director of AFM, lie had just run from Gailor to the Inn
and buck to his office at the B.C., to see how lunch was

going

in all three locations.

"The change is hard on everyone, "he says. From the
stack of phone messages that have accumulated on his
desk, meanwhile, one suspects that the change is hardest on the management.
For Harper, the change is not only one of location,
but one of a whole new culture. While he has directed
the food services at a number of northern and midwest
colleges, this

is

his first

experience in a small Tennessee

Community.
"It's
amazing," he says, "If something happens
around here, everybody knows about it the same day.
Only one person was informed when I arrived this summer, but an hour hadn't gone by before all the employees started calling and asking when they should show up

we can put it in the milk machines."
Then there was the problem of getting
and milk in the same vicinity.

"THOSE DRINK PAGODAS,"

says Harper, looking

annoyed, "are part of what you call a cosmetic face-lift.
Each company bidding for the contract had to come up
with one of these face-lifts, and that was ours. The only
problem is that the people who design these things don't
think of practicalities like making them big enough."
There are long-range problems also, like guessing
how many students will eat where.
"We're trying to alleviate some of the monotony,"
says Harper. "You figure we're operating 232 days out
of the year. If the average person eats two meals a day
at Gailor, the service is going to grow old there. Take
your favorite restaurant and eat there twice a day for a
year. No matter how creative and innovative they make
the food and service, you're going to get tired of

it.

ANOTHER OF AFM'S ideas

BUT OTHER
for

immediate problems left little chance
Harper to contemplate adapting to a new culture.

For instance, there were no cooking or eating
in

Gailor since,

when

SAGA

left,

utensils

so did the glasses,

cooking pots, lettuce tongs, milk machines, and soy
sauce bottles.
We couldn't open the B.C. until the knives and forks
came in, so the first week of school, Gailor was a real
mess.
It was embarrassing," says Harper, shaking his
head. "You had people eating lunch off the salad bar
because there was no place to sit.
"We had several things ordered, but there's always a
We're still
lag time between ordering and receiving.
waiting for several orange juice holders, but they still
aren't in. And if they're not here, you can't use them.
Meanwhile, we've had to ask the dairy to bag the juice

was to allow students to
transfer meal money to the Sewanee Inn.
"We believe we can increase business at the Inn and
get it to pay for itself. Up till now, the University has
had to subsidize it. We think it will attract people if
we expand services instead of cutting them. One way
we're expanding is by making it more convenient for students to go there. The students make up the majority,
so you've got to keep an eye out for what they're likely
to do."
In transferring a meal to the Inn, contract students
can pay a dollar on steak night and have dinner in the
Hearth Room, with service and a table cloth, or they can
subtract $1.25, $1.75, or S2.50 from the price of breakfast,

lunch, or dinner.

student can deduct, says Harper, is
higher than the amount he or she actually pays on the

scheduled
of a separate Party Week-

end and Alumni Homecoming, this year both will be
held on October 25, said Beeler Brush, Director
of the Alumni Office.
"There will be a problem with overcrowding this
vear: vou might not be able to find accomodations
close to the campus or even on the mountain; you might
have to wait
"It

will

to eat," Brush said.
be mostly a problem of inconveniences,"
in line

Brush added.

m

"YOU'RE PAYING US to
thing in the

We work

to

on Party Weekend, while the game
and Lee was designated as Alumni

fall

Homecoming weekend.
"We ran into a peculiar development when
Leo's cancelled

its

their

YOU CAN ALSO

Party

Weekend

at

I

poll

once a month, discusses menu changes and such on-going
difficulties as designer drink pagodas in Gailor.
Harper himself is willing to talk to students, particu-

in

who

larly those

The

follow a special diet.

best

way

to

to pound on his dbor, Then again, considering
that stack of phone messages, perhaps the best way is to
call and make an appointment,
(see related story page 5)
is

And although
weekend.

Brush

year both will

this

promises

to

revealed

the

slight majority in favor of a

alumni

split

fall

the

repoll

on the same
alumni and

"I

will

include another choice on the poll to see

how many alumni would
reunion

their

during

favor a choice to

the

evenly with a

beginning

or

come

end

of

for

the

Sewanee Summer Session," he said.
"It would allow a reunion class to have one dorm
to themselves, to bring their children to Sewanee, and

maybe

to attend a class at the

alumni

Summer Seminar."

stressed the importance of

"mixing" with students, exchanging thoughts

combined weekend.

For Lawson Fort

.

.

.

Memorial scholarship fund started
BY DARREN McBRIDE

Arts and Sciences.

Contributions

may be

sent to

The

Combs Lawson Fort, Jr.
care of the Office of Development and

University of the South, for the

Alumni Reunion was, then, moved to Homecoming
Weekend in the Fall.
"As the Fall began to lump up with occasions,
Homecoming fell on Party Weekend," Brush said.
After a very crowded Homecoming weekend four
years ago (that is, in 1980), the Alumni Council
sugqested different weekends for Alumni Reunion and
Party Weekend "in order that the main emphasis of the
weekend focused on the alumni," Brush asserted.
"We were faced with the same type problem that
faced

a suggestion in the box on the
tell someone on
The Committee, which meets

CONCLUDING, BRUSH

for their reunion.

we had

put

Food Committee.

the

St.

to allow the students

"Last winter
sent a letter to all active alumni and
asked them 'whether or not Alumni Homecoming and
student Party Weekend' should fall on the same week-

The

some-

like, tell us.

can-I-see-your-I.D. stand at Gdilor, or

end," Brush stated.

BEFORE THE EARLY 1970's, Sewanee had four
weekends set aside as "festivities." They were the three
Party Weekends and Commencement exercises.
The
Alumni Reunion for the 5, 10, 15, 25, and 50-year
classes was also held at Commencement.
In 1972, the Alumni Council and Deans decided
that since graduation was such an occasion it was not
right to have students vacate dorms to make space for
the increasing number of Alumni returning to Sewanee

you don't

and we can change the
us they want something else."
cycles,

include other choices for them.

Homecoming.
For
two years then, a different date for the Alumni
Homecoming and Party Weekend had not worked out.
have

serve you. If there's

night that

two-week

whole menu if people tell
There are three ways to suggest changes: The first
and most direct way is to talk to one of the managers.
Bill Logem and Tim DeHart manage Gailor. DeHart.or
"T. D.," is the more accessible of the two and can usually be found near the entrance or behind the serving
counter. Dean Drennon manages the B. C, and Lowell
Aberson manages the Inn.

football program," Brush said.

The Alumni Council agreed
to

menu one

in the

same weekend

with Washington

DESPITE THE SUCCESS

se rvices, figures a per-

inform him that you want brown bread and a sugar-free

a

Parties, alumni
BYPAULBONOVICH

most food

like

centage of missed meals into the cc st of board. That is,
one meal.might cost AFM more tha a student is paying,
but that student is also likely to mis s three or four meals
during the week.
"You don't buy the food," say s Harper, "You buy
the option to consume."
With the variety of ways "to co fisume" - Gailor, the
B.C., the Inn, and even boxed me Is to take on trips ake more use of that
Harper expects that students will
option than thev did when Gailor w s the only choice.
In his efforts to keep away the u sual monotony, Harper say he is also open to suggestion for menu- changes.

cereal

THE AMOUNT

AFM,

food plan.
the glasses,

ice, drinks,

the early 70s in relation to

Commence-

ment and Alumni Reunion," he added.

COMBS LAWSON FORT,

1983 graduate of
the College of Arts and Sciences, died on June 8 as the
result

against St.

Leo's

1981

Scholarship,

Alumni

in

Affairs.

of injuries sustained in an automobile accident.

Fort, 22,

was

a native

of Nashville.

While at Sewanee, Fort was a member of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity, the Order of Gownsmen and
Wellington.
He had received his Bachelor of Arts
degree in Economics only three weeks before his death.
To perpetuate his memory at Sewanee, a permanently endowed scholarship has been established.
The
Combs Lawson Fort, Jr. Memorial Scholarship will be
awarded each year to a worthy freshman in need of

a

financial assistance.

THE HOME GAME

JR., a

annually

in

the

The scholarship

official

Catalogue

will

of

be published

the College of

COMMENTING ON
Robert M. Ayers,

Jr.

the scholarship, Vice-Chancellor

remarked that

more appropriate memorial than that
an unbroken line of young students

"I
in

can think of no
Lawson's name

will

be assisted in

their eduuation."

the 1983 edition of The Cap and Gown
be dedicated to his memory. Also, a stained glass

In addition,
will

window, the gift of a private donor, will be placed in
the Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity House. The window
is

scheduled to be dedicated

later this year.
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Freshman ponder Sewanee
Manrey Stabler (Birmingham AL)

BY LENNIE IRVIN AND JOHN ELLIS

great.

It's

Sewanee different from
thought it would be?

How

is

Susan Steves (San Antonio.TX)
thought
It's a lot harder than

it

I

what you

would

thought
People are nice. But
thought.
It is harder than
I

they would be.

I

Keliey Greenwald (Tulsa OK)
wasn't expecting the Delts to be throwing
I

be.

beer bottles at

my

wall.

1 5,

7

983

3

life

John Lipsey (Blacksburg VA)
transferred from the University of Virginia.
Which of course is a pretty big school. thought
Sewanee would be pretty cliquish, a lot of groups,
be hard to break into. But it turns out that peothought, and easier to
ple are a lot nice than
talk to. As far as classes qo it's fantastic, almost
ideal as far as getting to know your professors.
I

I

I

Mike Northrup (Barrington IL)
used to go to a military academy, and there
was a lot more structure, and we didn't have a
whole lot of free time. It was pretty much scheduled out the whole day. And I'm having to
learn how to schedule my time and all that stuff,
mean it's all up to you to
because it's all free.
schedule what you want. Other than that visited the school in March and really liked it. I'm
certainly not let down.
I

I

I

I

Lisa

Henshaw (Dechard TN)
not what people from where

I'm from
They've got a misconception of it. They
everybody is just so smart and all they
do is study and party. don't think they understand how nice everybody is.
It's

think.

just think

I

food service head

New

Harper details background
BY DARRIN MCCULLOUGH

prepare the food as the people

Why

don't

we

I

which is
Missouri'valley College in Marshall, Missouri,
have a Maswhere our home office is headquartered.
Kansas State
degree in Labor Relations from East
since
been in the food service business
positions at Mis1971, and I've been in management
is outCollege, Oakland University, which
I've

souri Valley

HENSHAW

LISA

»""« NORTHRUP

side Detroit, Fort

Hays Kansas State College, Columbia
and now The Univer-

find that Sewanee is more conservative than
I
anticipated, in an all encompassing way: the
am more
find
mode of dress, the attitudes.
I

sity

of the South.

Q: All with

and main-

Q:
Most of those are former SAGA
they?
A: All of the employees are. Part of our agreement
with the University was that we would rehire every employee

who worked

SAGA

for

as a full time

employee

then
at their old rates of pay and in their same job, and
evaluate them and cither keep them in their old position,
or move them to a new position, or terminate their em-

ployment. So

far

we have had

real

good

luck.

most
actively involved in the feminist cause than
women I've met up here. Generalizations are
never ever accurate but this one's pretty close.

a

I

started

i

which
i* B ».. -- 6 Management,
°
company canmd Catering
'

,

i

'

again •...,
acquired by another company, and that
Catering Manageacquired...AFM is a spin-off of the old
later

ment.

Joseph Michael Wigan (Chicago L)
came sight unseen, so had a mental picture
thought
thought it was going to be.
of what

ing?

different companies.

Wltn

I

also like to hunt, boat,

and

fish.

I

I

I

Q:
A:

How

do you

really like

I

I

I

was going to be very preppy,

a lot of rich peo-

normal people
And it's not, it's
ple.
from throughout the South representing normal
and
a few preppeople
rich
few
families, with a
But for the most part it's a
pies thrown in.
normal
bright
intelligent,
of
lot
where
a
place
young people come together and are serious

when

the

like

a nice place.

bid

I

came

on the contract

in

c

I'd

thei

1978
been

here before.
places
Q: How are the facilities compared with other
you've worked?
facilities arc
A: Every place is different, but I'd say the
more than adequate. We need a few pieces repaired.
The layout at Gailor is not the best, but that's not some-

thing

I

sixty or seventy-five,

To mc,

semester.

it's

a nice change,

it

gives the students

That's one of the things
a chance to get out of Gailor.
It's like eating
that at least helps relieve the monotony.
the same restaurant, every week, every day.

make in
Are there any changes you are planning to
the near future or in the long term?
About the only thing can think of in terms of
Athose gazebos
changes is we are going to reevaluate
we have the beverages. We went over to Cravens
Q:

where
and found two

move

going to

ice dispensers,

now

if

they work,

the milk machines and put

we

are

them on a

trays, and put the
table by where the students bus their
belongs.
ice down in the gazebos where it

you can change.

have
Q: How would you say the changes you've made
been so far?
with the Sunday
feci we have got some difficulties
Athink, is
noon meal, as far as line flow. A lot of that,
schedule from
because of' the time change in this year's
of
think we are starting to get the kinks out
I

I

last years.

I

Getting Bishops open, after getting all that
think we are getting
a big saver.
Bishops
good response from the students as far as having
with the
open. We still have some more training to do
and
cook
who
people
the
with
much
so
personnel, not

steak night

equipment, that was

SUSAN STEVES

first

I

a lot of

studies.. .and their partying.

week we had two people, last week we had
and this week we are booked up.
of the
would imagine that it will stay booked for the rest

A: The

in

Sewanee?

it, it's

company

the steak night at the Sewanee Inn been do-

How has

Q:

AFM?

I

I

about their

it

College, Northeast Missouri State,

Randolf Horn (Desamer AL)

it

serve

workers, aren't

I

ters

College.

who

out front.

tain the stock

begin by telling us some things about
education, etc?
yourself, your background, family,
and graduated from
A- Well, I'm married, no children,

Q:

I

Q:

That

is

one thing

I've

heard a great deal of discussion

about.
It s
contention.
Yes, that's been a big bone of
think it was trynot the best system in the world, but
of the aesthetic and the
ing to be some sort of blend
together.
I'm not sure who put the design
functional.
can think of as far as things we
That's the only thing
problems we are trying to
are trying to change and
do is gel a
think basically what we need to
solve.
things start
in the program and see how

A:

I

I

I

few more weeks
to settle down.

-w^The Sewanee m
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Questions about the
course-load proposals
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ALTERNATE L1V/MG,.SPPCE£~ FO^ IHt

f^ESEMT

WAS GOOD

to hear Vice Chancellor
Convocation Tuesday that recent
proposals for a reduced course load at Sewanee
were intended for discussion and were by no

IT

Ayres

15.

stress in

-tuiTUM E«.E

UIA\AU

JatoaV eve*.

H0U£//\J6r SrfORXPr6rh

DEMO -ieiTEK_C

feftftlcEL-

RW.1C Vftrt-D

fcoEi.

means imminent policy changes.
After the release of a 25-page report on the
faculty
possibility of a four-course load to the
yesterday, it is clear that a lot more discussion is
necessary.

tee

The report, prepared last spring by a commitmade up of eight faculty members and two

students

Brown

and chaired by Dean of the College
compared Sewanee to 14

Patterson,

and made recommenother
dations concerning reducing faculty and student
course loads and altering undergraduate requirements, in addition to changing the academic
calendar to suit the above proposals.
liberal arts colleges

Plan A (see back page for excerpts) calls for
reducing the faculty course load to three courses
four
a semester, and the average student load to

courses a semester. Plan B, a compromise which
the report admits "probably does not correspond exactly to any single person's ideal concept," would have the faculty teach seven courses a year, three one semester and four the next.

WE ARE GLAD to

see the administration ex-

amine the needs of students and faculty and

dis-

these needs might best be served within the college's curriculum. Change is not necessarily bad, nor does it have to be undergone at
the expense of a college's reputation or standing.

how

cuss

often pointed out how most students now
move to a five-day week.
The four-course load proposals, however,
raise some important questions which need to be
answered. For example, if, as the report notes,
It

is

favor the

a

major faculty concern

wanee do not write

is

that "students at Se-

as well

as

Sensitivity not so
this

at length the merits of a

reduced faculty course load but was less vocal
on the attractions of a correspondingly reduced
student course load. Is there evidence that students really benefit from taking fewer, even
though perhaps more "intense," classes? Every
adviser can

tell

you that

it's

In

nice to relax a-

thouqh
some of those traditions aren't worth valuing. Along
with my reaquaintance with old friends and places at
its

traditions, even

am, unfortunately, also being reaquainted
with some of the same bad attitudes that our students
have about the opposite sex.
Sewanee,

ain't

PERHAPS OUR BIGGEST concern is that
the reduced course load proposals will not be
subjected to serious debate among the faculty,
some of whom may be attracted by what appears to be more time for research and class
preparation.
It is important that Sewanee remain known for what we consider its greatest
feature: the interaction of students and faculty
in the pursuit of learning. Reducing the number
of contact hours and limiting the variety of clasmay take would seem to be a step
the wrong path.

ses a student

CAE

bad

male

in

don't believe in unnecessary violence, but surely
The word
don't think of myself as being feminine.
feminine implies an origination in a female, so if

and

I

I

I

then

express sensitivity
since

tivity'

surprising

it

must be 'masculine

downplay

men

that

sensi-

It

shouldn't be

these

supposedly

a male.

originates in

it

I

just

feminine attributes if they have them, since few men
want to be feminine.
If we continually apply gender to character traits

we

then

a

can't complain

when someone,

trying to

obey

the norms of society, patterns his attitudes after the
'proper' ones for his sex. The only way that we are

thought

going

to

stereotypes

liberate
is

to

ourselves from the male-female
stop categorizing personal attitudes

by sex.
This problem

who
3)riiLjniga

'Sewanee women' jokes are

still

not as frequently, and Sewanee
of the

macho

arrogant,

One would think

is

men. Women
and independent will

certainly not limited to

try to be strong, self-assured

be accused of being 'butch' since these are traits
which carry a masculine overtone. Only in the movies
are women with these qualities looked upon as heroines.
In the real world they will likely be forced into the
category of 'feminist' and they will respond by accepting
likely

being told, thouqh

women
of

attitudes

still

comolain

Sewanee men.

of waning mach-

that, in these days

as

their

own the
When we

ismo, such tensions between the sexes would be eased.

category.

seem to remember just recently reading something
about the trend toward a modern 'sensitive' man, the
saw stated that
Alan Alda type,
One article that
the cause for the chanqe was that men now brave enough
to express their feminine qualities of sensitivity and
pacifism.
A line which was quoted repeatedly from
the film 'Tootsie' was when Dustin Hoffman says
'I
was a better man as a woman with a woman than
I've ever been as a man
with a woman.' Supposedly,
by actinq like a woman, he discovered his femininity
and thus became a more sensitive, understandinq person.

which seems

to

preassigned
assign

a

be expressed

label

attitudes

of

the

to a characteristic
in a certain

more often

I

I

it

necessarily so.

down

of rapid changes,

qain in a place which values

were noted as particularly valuable in dealing
with this problem," does the plan propose to
cut the requirement in half? It is well and good
to encourage the teaching of good writing in
other departments, but there is no substitute for
a strong freshman English program.

good freshman

modern world

on the mountain?

to be back

once was the

why does Plan A recommend cutting
the English requirement from two semesters to
Why, if "the two freshmen courses in
one?
English taken by virtually all Sewanee students

case," then

The report discussed

GFEAT

ISN'T IT

WHILE

I

WAS

reading

all

of this, several questions

kept occurring to me. When did sensitivity, pacifism
and understanding suddenly become feminine? Why

must we attach

a

gender to these

traits?

Why do men

have to be brave enough to withstand the accusation
of being feminine in order to exhibit these characteristics?

There

is

nothing feminine about being sensitive,

carina, or nonviolent.

I

like to think that

I'rr

we create a vicious cycle. Persons of that group
be pressured to exhibit that trait, and those outside
the group will hide it. Surely some Sewanee men must
since
we don't all sit
underneath
be
sensitive
alone on weekends. If only we could act the same way
among strangers that we act among friends, instead of

group,
will

throwing

up that macho front whenever we are

in

public.

IT HAS BEEN said that one of the characteristics
which separates humans from the other animals is our
Only by
tendency to categorize everything in sight.
eliminating the categories of masculine and feminine,
in

regard

we truly ever have
When we start allowing

to certain things, will

equality between the sexes.

people to be as they really are, good or bad as that may
be, without threatening their masculinity or their
begin to see the stereotypes
feminity, then we will
disappear.
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at it this way:
the trend of the 70's and the
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sexually transmitted diseases. AIDS. Herpes II.
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cliches

people were concerned,

might begin popping up

in fact,

my

in

1

to worry.

26 year-ofd Uni-

I'd like

versity.

whose

ACTUALLY,

to apologize at this point to those writers

articles

got benched

We

this first issue.

the back

only give the starting nod to

burner

judgement

that

is

could

the reason
am thinking about leprosy
have suddenly realized with a shock all the

I

I

things that go along with starting school once again.

number of articame down to a

a certain

many mosquito

have so

I

because of limited space.
It
call, though one based only on length and
If your
other artistically irrelevant considerations.
article didn't see action this time, don't worry,

cles

L^Jneek

.

Not

editorials.

impfluc

or at least dominant. We'll have a unified society once
again

that sports

have suggested

I

Island.

i

It

seemed that we

really

patches of poison

bites,

and strawberries from 1M football games that friends
make holiday reservations on Devil's

ivy,

had the new food service

my

don't have to bite

I

are already

covered, what with two (count 'em) interviews with

down

any more; they
from the friction of

fingernails

the quick

to

constant scratching.

manager Bruce Harper, but Harper slipped away from
our photography man to Huntsville this week.

But

at

least

have achieved a certain notoriety

I;

in

|

the insect world.

Injjovr
hands at work along

say

an essentially new editorial staff. Only
staff have ever served before

and

You'll recognize

with what

is

three people

some

I

for,

really

mean

it

when we

example, moved up

is

table.

contributions from students, faculty
members, and Sewanee residents. A lively,

suppose

I

staff

of a healthy community.
See you in two weeks.

a sign

from the Sports department.

Change brings praise
voked the same old Sewanee reaction to change. AFM
has become the new target for ridicule and Saga, now
that

gone, has gained a kind of glory

it is

while
It

it

it

never

knew

was here.
a unique characteristic of

is

Sewanee

that

most

students prefer anything old over the new, no matter

which
a six-

better.

is

Last time

we

protested changing from

to a five-day week, not because

classes,

we

liked Saturday

but because they were traditional.

This fierce attachment to the old ways affects a stu-

dent

as

soon

as

explain to him

And

he gets here, although someone must

upon

arrival

it,

is

I

which ways are old and,
it

THREE SUMMERS AGO,

having read

my

Sewanee

CERTAINLY

IS

I

could

could hardly wait to get to school so

I

waiting

means having your

be traditional.
liked the idea of things not
was tired of change. High school was full
not to mention graduating and leaving home.
Besides, tradition turned out to be great fun.
It
gave such a solemn validity to doing things that made no
sense-dressing up for a football game or throwing food
if the liqhts went out.
distorted
of
tradition
My
image
was also a funny joke played on the non-Sewanee world;
they had to deal with time and change while we, immersed in tradition, did not.
I

changing;
of

I

it,

table

not change and

WHILE
immune

I

NOW REALIZE

that not even

to change, that to try to

make

it

so

Sewanee
is

is

to try to

will

all,

in a

of. But we will no more find
food service than we find it in a six-

day week.
it may seem,
many complaints about the new food

Far-fetched as
that

due to

I

service are

tendency to look for the unchanging in the
wrong place. If you think about it, Gailor needed to
change.

this

Maybe some

tot of sense yet,

those that do.

but
I

of the
in

new

features don't

make

a

our stubborness we are ignoring

bet, for instance, that half a year

from

now, if someone suggested closing the B.C. and going
back to the routine Gailor, we would all be fighting to
keep whatever we are complaining about now.

be

load plan

oil from a poison-ivy sore,
open pore to settle in and

it

was gone away

to those

listen

who

after

some students

say the plan

last spring.
is

dead, or

a long

it is

I

authority stopped the plan at that point.

AND
plan

is

IT

just the

is

way

in

which the four-course
Not once since

taking shape that bothers me.

has any proponent publicly given

came up

idea

Sewanee-based, valid reason for making the move.
I'm certainly not saying there is not such a reason.
would just like (o hear from both sides of the issue

before shooting off

my mouth

then again,

But,

I'm

shipped

Don't

can't help but think

four-course

gone

like

nice

a

is

will

it

-

every-

we can always be sure

the unchanging

the

it

know

I

way off, and still under study.
Do you know how many votes it takes for a tabled
think we
motion to become law? I'm not sure, but
could have a reduced course load here within two
faculty meetings
that is, unless someone with higher
that

displaced by a

After

that

for

pretended

It

a

fraternity

might think

.

But don't

the

one wants stability-something that

I

(and some faculty members) raised a stink

uncomfortable, whether

drink pagoda or going without cereal.

well,

-

listen:

oozing around

still

-flourish

I

catalogue,

away have equivalents

life.

the poison ivy

I

CHANGE

and scratching has made me a
These mosquito bites and

good, but tomorrow morning

for

something inside me still rebels when
go in
Gailor and find that the bookshelves and the ketchup
have been moved. Somehow want to find that tub of
ketchup in the same place it was last spring, and finding it in the salad bar by the garbonzo beans threatens
the old order.
Even more threatening is finding the
cereal jars replaced by new space-age dispensors that
say "Pull handle" but don't really mean it.
What
handle? And when someone finally shows you what the
space-age instructions mean by "handle," all the dignity
you had acquired after years of putting cereal in a bowl
is destroyed by the avalanche of Cheerios that descends.
kill

therefore, acceptable.

and wait for a

nice to be wanted.

it's

itching

other parts of

just

has pro-

feet

philosophical,; though.

bit

in

SAGA

to

ALL THE

strawberries that just won't go

Liza FieU
AFM

Saga to

my

up on

line

Upperclassmen,

THE TRANSITION FROM

Studio 54 for the winged

just like

It's

we encourage

controversial letters to the editor column, for example,

on the new

present position.

in their

old

THAT.' We

!

They have to

set.

ENOUGH OF

let

to

this

the

issue

it

for good.

probably won't be long

leper

colony.

pass a vote

Wake

while

up,

until

folks.

everybody

is

asleep.

backjand tell yourself it docs not matter,
just because you are graduating this year, or because you
only need four classes anyway. Neither of those arguDon't

sit

ments have anything to do with the issue.
What matters is the academic value of this institution.
What matters is the worth and fullness of the education
you get here. And, if you are of a purely financial bent,

what matters

is

the dollars-and-cents value of Sewancc's

reputation after you graduate.
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Writer feels 'outrage' about
Dear Charles,
Outrage is hardly

enough word

a strong

to describe

the way Sewanee students should feel about their exam
schedule. Each and every student pays approximately
$4500 a semester so he can have one day to prepare
that constitutes twenty to thirty percent of his total grade, which ultimately will influence
career.
his future acceptance to graduate school or his

exam

for a final

The present system,
detrimental to Sewanee
I

in

as

unqestionably

has

feel,

an educational

been

institution

the past, and should definitely be changed.
My argument is not only that students are

given the

full

crunch

the

not

CPR

course starts
classes next week

course

is

Resuscitation Course will

September 21, 25, 28, and October 2 from
all charge will cover text and materials. The
first ten course fees received by Jay
O. 1054, The University of the South, Sew-

limited to the

Woolfson S. P.
anee, Tennessee 37375.
with the Sewanee E. M.

SOC

The course

held

is

in

conjunction

S.

However, during the

trip a

problem arose. Several of

they apthe students discovered that things were not as
peared about our venture. The long and the short of it
various sources, details about
is, we found out, from
been previously atrip arrangements which we had not
ware of: 1) we did not know that the three coaches'

had
vacation was entirely paid for (by us) because they
organized the trip and made all the preparations: 2) We
themselves
also did not know that they each budgeted

$100 spending money.
In essence, we were paying
S100 spending money each. I

Update

THE SEWANEE OUTING

Club has facilities, proand special events open to everyone in the
community. For any information, contact
director Carrie Ashton, S.P.O., ext-214, or 2nd floor
University

Common

office.

(Please leave a message! or

check the S.P.O. Bulletin Board.
Sept-16-Bike Sale at the

SOC

for their vacation and
later discovered that it

was customary for trip organizers to go free. But all
made usuthree of them? (This type of arrangement is
gives his
ally on a trip with a tour guide, where he
were
services in exchange for his passage. The coaches
not tour guides, not even chaperc
ard of a trip \
over 21.) But, I have nevei
ganizers received spending r
ire outraged by
Most of the students
ho paid for our c
ies, especially those of us
Mom and Dad) and lost it on very promi

Bicycle Shop, 5:00 p.m.

Sept-23-24-Doma

if

17tl

Sept-17-18-Hawk Watch

Adamantly yours,
Lennie

Irvin

mention" a few key
thought Sewanee was a place

to conveniently "not

details of the vacation.

I

think it is but incidents such as
these really make me wonder sometimes.
before the administration allows
I hope in the future,
adverprivate individual to arrange a private trip, yet

based on honesty.

I

still

a

the University buildings, they would check into
the details in the interest of the students.
PLEASE,
So, if you decide to go on a vacation trip,
know all the details beforehand and receive a written
contract signed by the organizers (even if you think

tise in

they are your friends.)
Sincerely,

Laura K.C.Stewart

l

the or-

Putting on Ayres
To

the Editor:
'

We
and

I

constantly

are

hope

it

will

yelling

quickly

that

come

Sewanee is right,
That ideal

to pass.

has not always been attained in recent years, at least
not in the printed word on the pages of the Purple.
We ought to get things right. And one of the things

we ought

to get right

is

the Vice-Chancellor's name,

Ayres.

For years people and organizations from all over have
been hacking up the name, but it is especially annoying
for the Purple to do so. In one of the last spring issues,
Ayres was misspelled at least three times, once in a
headline, whereas the names of Frederick Bauerschmidt
and Bahia Yackzan were reproduced faultlessly, with
apparent ease. That comes close to malicious intent.

I

i

have never noticed a four-letter word misspelled in the
pages of the Purple. Why do five letters cause such

employment opportunity
What made the matte worse was the attitude of the
coach in charge. He wa< taking the rich kids on a trip.
and all his expenses were paid for. He really didn't care
Sept-18-Sameasthe

of time for the professor to admire his accomplishDon't stand for the exam cram anymore.
ment.
Speak out against it!

I

for

grams,

Bishop's

two meals and our spending money.
We had several meetings in the fall and spring to plan
menus and other details for the trip.
The trip itself was very enjoyable. Some of the
time. I am
sights I saw I will remember for a long, long
went and recommend the Bahama Islands to anyglad
one who has never been. The people are great.

clude those

be taught starting Wednesday, September 21, in the B. C.
LARGE LOUNGE at 7:00 p.m. Two certified instructors
will instruct the Course. The twelve hour course will be in

7-10 p.m. and

stu-

WINDWARD

mountainous before exams, and in the past it seems
pushed through with a mindless frenzy just

four sessions:

day reading break, and then the final three days of
exams. Whatever the formula, the point is there should
be plenty of time at the end of the semester for the
student to pull it all together, and likewise plenty

Sewanee than
Sewanee

This summer thirteen people (mostly
BOUND, a
dents) and I participated in
July 3 to July
vacation trip tc the Bahama Islands from
coaches.
10 organized by three of Sewanee's Athletic
The cost of the trip was S450 which included transportaautomobiles,
tion from Atlanta to Miami and back via
not indid
It
and all except two meals, while in Nassau.

we've

AN ARC CARDIO-PULMINARY

over with.

Dear Editor,

from

grading the students work as adequately as they should
be graded. The work load on the student and teacher
is

them

Windward Bound: student offers caveat

opportunity to prepare for exams, but

at finals also prevents the professors

exam schedule

Adequate time should be
alloted for both the student and the teacher to do the
justice to their work it deserves.
At most other colleges in the country there is a
'dead week' before exams begin, devoted wholly to
Something of the sort should
preparing for exams.
A good formula in my mind
be implemented here.
would be two to three reading days before the start
of exams, then after the first two exam days a two
get

Doug Cameron

Overnight Hike

to

S.P.O.

backpack and

we had a good
One of the

time,

iu:

as long as he did.
of the trip was that

t

hjcl
not go after March 1, 1983
placement or we lost the entire
beware said the coach!
You know, I really expected

if

we could

confusion?
It

does seem that while the Vice-Chancellor

Welcome Back

to

why not

this year?

c

.

.

Sincerely yours,

I

Stephen Puckette

Why not? We 've always

liked Mr. Ayers.

school year

-MiJJertime

away

I

The Miller Brewing Co.
would like to welcome back
all students and faculty
this

is

raising great amounts of money, we here on the campus
think it's
could at least remember his name. In' fact
worth some effort. Things ought to be got right, and

JEFF KIBLER 598-0891
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Fisk

up

shows

in blue,

loses 53-6
Freshmen QBs debut
BY PHIL CAMPBELL

TEAMS WHO HAVE WORN home uniforms
Field have gone

A

home

Fisk squad

crestfallen

showed up

to

McGce

more than once.

dark blue jerseys and
departed Sewanee the victims of a 53-6 rout.
In the locker room before the game, Head Coach
Horace Moore reminded his players of a game Sewanee
was expected to lose a few years back to Washington
an Lee, when the visitors showed up in home uniforms.

Sewanee won

that

in

one 35-0.

repeated itself Saturday as what Coach
"the best defense we've had in the last
few years" held Fisk to 126 yards of total offense,
intercepting 4 passes and recovering 3 of 4 Bulldog
fumbles. Not to be outdone, the Tiger offensive unit
compiled 151 yards on the ground and 281 yards
History

Moore

Out of my way!
All-American candidate David Pack tucks away
one of six catches against Fisk Saturday. The
senior wideout from Nashville had two touch-

downs on

the day
visitors 53-6.

called

passing for

the Tigers dispatched the

432

total yards.

Moore was especially pleased with the play of Clark
Jackson, who "played like a wild man" at Left Defensive
Tackle, and David Lee and Larry Cassano, who alternated at Right Defensive Tackle.

SOLID PER FORMANCES were

'Haley soccer'

is

Tiger efforts for this
BY BEN HARRIS

"NOT EVERYBODY WANTS TO

play Peter Haley
third year mentor as

soccer" said Sewanee's youthful
he reflected on his program and the

1

983 edition of the

on a warm, early September afternoon. The
brand of play "Haley has brought to the mountain requires discipline, hard work, and plenty of sweat, but
the goal - - national prominence for Sewanee on the
soccer field --is worth it.
Haley, a 1978 graduate of Springfield College in
Springfield, Massachusetts, began his coaching career on
the high school level, at Austin Prep School near Boston
"love for the
After two seasons there, he took his
game", which he gives as the primary reason for his
choice of coaching as a profession, and headed south to
Sewanee with the intention of molding the program - his program - - into one of the best in the land.
Upon his arrival, Coach Haley began preaching the

Tigers

tenets

that

are

the cornerstones

of his

philosophy:

organization, and hard work,
ideals that he believes are applicable not only on the
soccer field, but in the everyday lives of his players.
He stresses a year round commitment to the sport:one
must be willing to work everyday and not just on those

dedication,

Autumn days when

crisp
if

discipline,

the stands are

full

of people

he wishes to play for Peter Haley.

COACH HALEY'S QUEST

for excellence

is

exempli-

1983 squad, which, he says, has given the
mountain "the best play we've had since 've been here".
The team, characterized by the coach as "young and experienced", has been blessed by great leadership from
upperclassmen such as Co-Captains Eddie McKeithen
and Dan Gould, as well as from Seniors David Reece and
fied in his

I

Though Haley believes that leaders are born,
not made - - "you can't tell a player 'you be a leader'"—
he considers leadership an indispensable ingredient for
team and says of this year's group "we've

Will Reid.

a successful

got

it."

In addition to fine leadership from the veterans,
the 1983 Sewanee team has the largest group of fresh-

Anv questions about this year's offense were answered by freshmen quarterbacks Bobby Morales and

Tommy

fall

men in the history of the program. Fifteen first year
men comprise the twenty-six man roster, giving the
Tigers some immediate help as well as bright hope for
the future.
It is fortunate that this year's team is so strong,
for in his desire for national prominence at Sewanee,
Coach Haley has crafted a schedule that will test the
mightily.
Each team on the slate, he says,
Clashes with Southeastern
is "our caliber or above".
Conference foe Vanderbilt, as well as with Division III
teams such as Wabash, Southwestern, and DePaul,
give the squad the chance to prove it belongs in the
same bracket as the best Division III teams in America.

Tigers

MOTIVATION, HALEY BELIEVES,

is

But Morales went on to complete 8 of 15 passes for
3 touchdowns.
Tommy Bledsoe came in later for Morales and threw
an equally impressive 9 of 12 completions for 2 touchdowns.
David Pack characteristically led all receivers
with 6 catches for 144 yards and 2 touchdowns
followed by Travis DeHaven with 4 receptions for 1

touchdown.

While a scholarshipped player

may have phenomenal

success is measured in victories, not potential,
victories are the goal at Sewanee.

talent,

1983 team, whose home opener is September
17 against Tusculum College at 1:00 p.m., Coach Haley
gives the mountain a squad that has the ingredients to
bring widespread recognition to Sewanee, a team to be
proud of on and off the field. "And that." savs Haley
do."
is what we are trying to
The squad's efforts have begun paying off handsomeIn the

victory over Bryan, a 3-1
on the field, with a 3 win over Wabash, and a last minute thrilling 2 - 1 decision against DePaul, the team Haley termed "the best
expected,
the upperclass leaderon our schedule." As
ship has been outstanding, with John Lichnock, Dan
Gould, Eddie McKeithen, Chris Smith, and goalkeeper
Lloyd Whatley drawing particular praise from the head
ly

ADDITION, THE

group of freshmen,
so vital to the future of Sewanne soccer, has matured
rapidly. First year man Ben Reddick was singled out
IN

first touchdown pass
the day, and was replaced later by freshman Steve
who hauled in a 32 yard scoring pass.

Tight End jim Smith caught the

of

Sullins,

Sewanee's other 2 touchdowns came from backup
Reggie Benson and fullback Mark Vandivcr,
led the Tiger's in rushing with 69 yards in 8 carries.
With Sewanee's offense and defense apparently in

critical for a

travel, and he thinks it is
perhaps, to inspire a player at Sewanee than a
"We know
at a larger school.
scholarshipped player
we've got to work if we want to succeed," he says.

team with so tough a road to

Bledsoe.

Tiger fans may have been wishing for Tim Tenhet
when Sewanee's first play from scrimmage resulted in
the sacking of Bobby Morales after a broken play.

tailback

who

easier,

and

also given by Defensive

End Steve Blackstock and the dependable linebacking
trio of Mike lordan, Robert Glenn and Owen Lipscomb.
The secondary was led by David Gilbert's 2 interceptions, while Shap Boyd and Lcs Rogers each had one.

key to

equilibrium, the Tigers now prepare to travel to Jackson,
Mississippi, where they will face the determined Millsaps
Maiors, who took a 6-3 win over Southwestern at

Memphis Saturday.

SENIOR CORNERBACK
game
"If

Martin Stoudenmire gives this
importance for the rest of the season:
beat Millsaps. we'll be on our way".

special

we

Senior jim Smith remembers Sewanee's decisive
32-16 victory over Millsaps last year, but no one will
"They
take the Majors lightly, least of all "Smitty".
have one of the best-coached, toughest defenses we
face all year, and they're going to be sky-high for us."

The mood

in practice this week will be businessthe Tigers have been plagued by inconsistency
two years, especially in the first few games.
Two years ago Sewanee beat Fisk 71-14 but fell to
Millsaps 27-0.
Last year Sewanee rebounded from an

like as
in

the last

embarrassing
saps 32-16.

14-10 squeaker over Fisk to whip

Mill-

large

,

See Soccer, Page 10

This could well be the year that the Tigers get off
the "roller coaster," now that the offense has a defense
to rival

it.

Inbetween

•ft^yjg....

Purple
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IM race topped by ATO, PDT

QUARTERBACK JEFF WHORLEY

BY BILLY SCOTT

i

DTDc
ohn Harper team up for the DTD a
win but are not expected to be a contender.
Randy Buckncr leads a struggling KA team. Although
KA has potential, they will have to make major changes
in order to compete.
Quarterbacks Scott Clark and Linton Lewis head
)

HERE

IS

THE

early look at this Fall's I.M. football

SAE SPORTS

ATO is off to

Defending overall I.M. champion
blazing start behind quarterback

Hank Hopping's

York and Mark

a

The defense
out passing and a herd of quick receivers.
led by safety Frank Shoemaker and middle linebacker
)eff Kibler, is big, fast, and unscored upon so far this
season. Averaging over 20 points

team

game,

a

ATO

the

is

TWO adept

Balte.

quarterbacks

Receivers Russ

in

Peter

Wood and

Eric

Rhinchardt can both fly and are serious threats.
Although not picked to be there in the end, SAE is off
to a good start and could play the role of spoiler.
The defending football champion Indy team is
fielding an innovative offense without blocking backs.
Trippe Cheek takes the snap and laterals to one of his

roll-

to beat.

two back men who then looks down

up the PGD team. PGD is not known for their football
and are expecting a rough season.
The SN team has not won in five games and does
not look for much improvement this season. Quarterback Chris Brown will try to connect with receivers
Bill Delany and David Hay. The foot of Chris Smith
is definitely a highlight and will keep opponents deep

field for speedster

Rick Candler. After a rough start against ATO, Indy has
their last three outings and could be a surprise

THE RECORD BOOK

won

in their

own

territory.

Record

Team

ATO

3-0

PDT

2-0

SAE/lndy

3-1

DTD

1-2

KA

1-3

PGD

0-3

SN

05

It will be perennial powerhouse PDT's task to
block ATO's bid for the football crown. Quarterback
Mark McAlister stands behind a wall in blocking backs
Dave Dunnam and Stewart Thomas, and throws to a
Paired with John
full house of dangerous receivers.
,

Dun

Ocoee

I

Whitewater

recent

a

citing as

111

to

trip

known

discovered a world only

the class

play havoc

rafting trip

CHARLES WITTE WARING,
On

I

also rushe:

of excitement

full
by

i

the

Ocoee

river,

who

shoot

to those

and IV rapids that make this run as expossible.
This S.O.C. trip was organized by
III

none other than Sewanee*s own Carrie Ashton, who
with two assistants, lead our group of

eager rafters.

15

On

the way up, some spoke of past rafting experiences and others wished that they
had been before,
but everyone anticipated a thrilling expedition.

Once we all were in the water, the rafts began moving swiftly even though we weren't paddling very hard.
Within minutes we hit our first rapids which briefly
lifted our raft out of the water.
We all got wet. Our
next rapid seemed easy enough

command

late

handle,

to

but one

change course caused our

to

raft

to

be engulfed by a large rock.

No

ed,

moving the
rafts in

but

leded

raft off the large rock.
r

Some

of the other

our group came to our aid along with a single

Wit much cooperation, strenght, and finesse
successfully rescued the raft by using ropes stretched

kayaker.

we

across the river to pull the raft and us to safety.

This

was
out

not dampen
we were ready

incident did

slightest,

We came

and soon

to a rare part of the

but

relatively flat,

spirits

to hit more rapids.
Ocoee where the river

we were soon

surprised.

With-

warning, we went almost straight
another fantastic gush of massive amounts
of Whitewater.
Our guide preferred not to warn us
because she knew it would make it more exciting.
the

down and

slightest
hit

See Ocoee, Page

1

I

Soccer
from Page 7

Wabash game, and rookie forward
Whitehead scored perhaps the biggest goal in the
young season-an unassisted shot with 30 seconds to
for fine play in the

Will

play that beat

Depauw.

;

Indeed it seems that the 1983 Tigers are on the
road to national prominence-but then, that's the only
acceptable road

if

one intends to play "Peter Haley

You can

run but

intramural action is hot and heavy this week as
the eight-team race for the trophy unfolds.
Above, Jeff Whoriey puts the stop on Sigma Nu
center David Hay in an early season DeHvic*

tory.

.

Below, Arthur Brantley

is

pursued by

SAEs Roe Buckley and Russ Wood

as his

PDT

team outdistances the Lions, 29-0.
****** * * -' Photos by Lyn Hutchinson and John

Ellis
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Bowie concert wowed capital audience
BY VIC VINYL

"Look Back in Anger" to begin his ceremony. The
lacking any notable stage production, was
mainly comprised of songs from his last five albums.

sensory deprivation tank
this summer if you failed to hear ".Let's Dance" overplayed on FM or see Bowie's posing for such magazines
in a

as Time, Rolling Stone, and Musician, In addition to
acting roles in two current movies, The Hunger and
Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence, Bowie has re-mixed

He

earlier

n' Roll Star."

Material

from

his

records (and personas) dominated most of the

second set which began with a soaring version of

See Bowie, Page 14

his

TAKE THE WHOLE FAMILY
FOR A REAL TREAT-

1974 Ziggy Stardust
closed his Serious Moonlight t

just

to appease the older diehards with "Life

on Mars" and "Rock

Naturally, the Capital Centre audience responded hysterically to "Let's Dance" and "China Girl", but Bowie

the soundtrack to footage of his
tour.

managed

still

first set,

YOU WERE LOCKED

record
review

Boston (thus leaving the South waiting in vain.) Needless
to say, David Bowie has received sufficient public expoSo why ya writin 'bout the fella, Vic?
A: It was revealed to me during the return trip from
Washington that I was on a Mission from God lor was it
sure this year. Q:

Buddha) to

tell

AND SO

IT

of my vision of The Thin White Duke.;

MUST BE KNOWN

.

.

.The King of

Glam-Rock,

a lad insane, emerged sporting his new hip
conservative look complete with a double breasted suit

and normal(?)

hair color.

He chose the underrated

Ocoee
from Page 10

Phone S/S-9^-2268

Monteagle, TN.
Several
a

thrill.

dangerous

The

class

waiting

but

in

a

row allowed

for

quite

for

carrying

bridge

we "dug

Whitewater

piling.

It

in" and easily

enthusiasts

Soon we made

it to the end of the section, and
was time to put away our rented rafts and equirjmenf.
A well-deserved picnic supper ended the trip
and allowed for conversation of the day's adventure.
Once on the road, most of us slept due to sheer exhaustion, but we all went home sharing the same
thoughts of
a Whitewater trip that none of us will
it

c

LODGE RESERVATIONS (616) 924-2091

into

seemed we might hit it,
missed the phantom pil-

ing.

ever

CONVENTION CENTER AND LODGE NOW OPEN

rapid of the day gave our crew a

last

scare, but we knew we could handle it.
IV rapid which we approached has a nasty

reputation
a

rapids

similar

The

Seating Capacities (Banquet-style--420 people, Auditorium-550)
Facilities now available for fraternity, sorority, and club functions.

CITY

James David Oliver for details. Come see our newly opened lodge.
Rustic decor/equipped with modern conveniences such as; color TV, electric a

Call

CAPE
Lunch every

pool. Very competitive rates.
Callr

day.

Specialize

rooms.

vfor

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR COMMENCEMENT

Dinner Mr>n. -Sot.

Wo

& country ham-shaped swimming
Come down and look at one of our

heat, carpeting, spacious rooms,

in

Fresh Vegetables

orget.

Join the

HIGH ADVENTURE
SPORTS CLUB

Valley Liquors

Cowan

-

Fly Iikeabirdina2-seater
ultralight, learn to skydive

the new way, soar with
the eagles in a hang-glider
or hot air balloon.

other exciting

Many

activities.

Call today for info.

825-0444

or write

406S Cummings Hwy
Chattanooga, TN. 37409

Sewanee Students— Use Your 10%

Discount

For The Best Deals Around
SPECIALS....Some More Than 10 %

LA UREL POINT

GUEST COTTAGE
Sewanee on

bluff, furn.,
kitchen, fireplace,

B

FRATS AND GROUPS-

CHECK OUR PRICES AND SERVICES

TURN, LEFT BEFORE
Rft

WINCHESTER
t

'

"Less than 10 minutes from Sewanee"

615-598-0855

t

TRACKS
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and weekly.
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Off

m

?
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Analyst looks at Baker, Alexander in '84
BY

J. F.

On

WHORLEY

the

other hand,

Republicans would

the

risk

everything.

An

BAKER FOR President?
A

When Tennessee's U.S. Senator Howard Baker last
Winter announced that he would not seek reelection
Republicans in
in 1984 many questions were raised.
particular wondered if their capable Majority Leader
was leaving the Senate to prepare for another pres1984
While some
either
or
1988.
campaign
in
idential
speculated that Baker might change his mind and
seek another term, a few Republicans like Robert
Dole of Kansas began early jockeying to replace the
Tennessean as Majority Leader.
Still,

most observers showed greatest

interest

ALEXANDER HANDILY WON

reelection

over

Knoxville Mayor Randy Tyree last November and
unquestionably remains the Republicans best candidate for the Senate opening.
Even with a Gore candidacy all but assured, Lamar
Alexander looked hard at the 1984 opportunity.
The Governor first needed to find a publicly acceptable and politically feasible means of leaving his
current office.
Quickly, Democrats began considering who among their own ranks might succeed a
potentially U.S. Senate bound Alexander.
The dilemma for Alexander and the Republicans was clear:

in

the question of who might replace Baker in the Senate.
The prospect of an open Senate seat in Tennessee
immediately brought two names into the limelight,

At best, the Republicans would send Alexander to
replace Baker in Washington and with the election
of another candidate would hold on to the governor's
chair. The realignment would present no real gain for
theG.O.P.

Governor Lamar Alexander and Sixth District Congressman Albert Gore Jr. A race between Republican
Alexander and Democrat Gore would have pitted the

special

early

resignation by Alexander would
election- an election

mean

gubernatorial

a

eagerly

A later reanticipated by Tennessee Democrats.
signation would raise Lt. Governor John Wilder, a
Democrat, to the state's highest office. At any time,
1
a resignation from an office so recently sought cert
would do Alexander some 'public image* damage.
The other option, to run for the Senate while remaining governor would present an even greater "P.R."
ainly

Governor Frank Clement's failed effort
problem.
twenty years ago setting a useful example. In fact,
Alexander during his gubernatorial reelection campaign
year promised not to run for the Senate in 1984.

last

WHEN ASSESSING Alexander's decision not to
run (and there are those who claim he still may) no
one overlooks the most important factor, Alexander's
uld be opponent, Albert G
A strong Middle Tenn see Democrat, Gore represents the very counties
hich have proved crucial
in
Republican statewide
area in both 1978 and
personal appeal and well
1982. Yet, because of Go
orchestrated constituency
eetings (well over 1000
to date) he would carry Middle Tenn>
:e, even against
the popular Alexander.
In an Alex
der-Gore race,
with his East Tennessee base secure
would be forced to depend on West Tennessee to
provide any margin of victory.
;

Beyond

these numbers, Alexander would find
Al Gore an opponent as bright and as articulate
anyone in Washington or Tennessee and an opponent quite able to raise the funds necessary to take
on Alexander or any other Republican.
Alexander nevertheless could have been lured into
the race by Gore's one dangerous liability, a liberal
voting record (In 1972 Senator Albert Gore Sr. lost:
his seat largely due to his being perceived as a Northeastern type liberal).
This consideration in addition
to Alexander's own fundraising ability and somewhat
superior statewide name recognition would make the;
Governor a slim favorite in a race against Gore.
in

as

IN THE END, Alexander seems to have decided:
that the risk involved in the Senate race was simply;
too great for both the party and himself. Alexander
has a promising future, one with national potential,!
and the unpredictability of 1984 is not well suited
for a man so pragmatic as the Governor,
With no Alexander candidacy, the Republicans
are unlikely to find a candidate capable of challenging:
Gore.
Neither former UlS. Senator Bill Brock nor
former governor Winfield Dunn have expressed any
interest in the race.
Other than these two, there isno potential Republican candidate with the needed
statewide name recognition.' Presently State Senator
Victor Ashe is receiving the most attention among
G.O.P. contenders, but Governor Alexander who
has promised "a strong candidate" to oppose Gore
has yet to make any choice.. He may back one of
any number of those interested and that support
will do much in determining the Republican nom:

opened

MUCH ATTENTION HAS
essee's

Sixth

Congressional

than his

been focused

District,

the

ow

.

seat

to be

open by Gore next year. Although as many as
dozen potential candidates, both Republicans and
Democrats alike, may enter their respective primaries,
observers see former Democrat State Chairman Bart
Gordon as the clear favorite to replace Congressman
Gore.
The Republican Party is preparing a serious
fight
but Gordon, a. proven organizer, fundraiser;
and public speaker, should capture the seat in thetraditionally Democratic district.
Next year looks to be a good one for the Democrats
but far from long term defeat for the Republicans.
January 1985 should find Gore in the Senate, Gordon
in Congress and Alexander and Baker still contemleft

a

Worthy ol the King of Beers.
A

comes

THere's a tradition at Anheuser-Busch,
tradition that says never
be satisfied until you ve achieved the best. Now, out of this tradition,
a light beer worthy of the King of Beers. One with a clean, distinc-

tive taste.

Budweiser Light

It took time. Patience. And a quest for quality that led to the proud list
of ingredients and the Beechwood Aging process made famous by the
King of Beers.
We know the best never comes easy. That's why there's nothing else

like

plating bright futures.

Baker's presidential campaign plan is close at
just in case President Reagan decides against
reelection bid, but a 1988 race for Baker is much

hand

it.

a

your

more

likely.
And, should George Bush become the
Republican Presidential nominee at some point in the
Tennesseans have already chosen a running

future,

Alexander for Vice-President?
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Ten new teachers swell Sewanee
BY STEPHANIE SCRUGGS
Name: Van Nail
Location: WL-236
Department: Mathematics; specialty: Topology
Degrees:
B.A., The University of the South: Ph.D.,
University of Houston

The

Previous teaching positions:^

South
Hobbies and
jo,

Name: Mark Sto

Department:

Location: Wl 101
Department:
Philosophy; specialty:

leadership

I

University of the

Ancient Philo-

playing the fiddle and the ban-

interests:

Rebecca

(also a

specialty:

band organizatic

Degrees:

B.A., M.A., University of Miami:
University of the South

M

Div

Previous teaching positions:

The University of the

South, University of Miami,

Andrew's School

Previous teaching positions: Furman University
Hobbies and interests: playing tennis, playing

Family: wife, Kathy;

St.

Hobbies and
classi-

cat, Frieda

interests: consulting with the Tennessee
State Police (experience as a former police officer)
Family: wife, Linda: son, Jon

Self-characterization: "serious but faifly easy-going"

Name: James Groton
Location:
S-202
Department: Forestry: specialties: soils, silva culture
Degrees: B.S., The University of the South
Hobbies and interests:
Making stained glass windows, hiking, playing the guitar, the ^utoharp,
and the

i

wife,

faculty
:

The

instruments,

Family:

13

Degrees: B.A., Furman University: M. A., Ph.D., Vanderbilt University

danse music, building furniture and musical
white water kayaking, Sewanee Canoe

Irish

1983

IS,

sophy

cal guitar

Team

September

Sewanee graduate); dog,

"obsessi

Nancy Fritschner
Location: CI-200

RONALD TOLL
Name: Ronald

Department: Economics; specialty: Accounting
Degrees:
B.S., University of Kentucky; C.P.A.,
State
of Tennessee

VAN NALL

Previous teaching positions:

Toll

Location: WI-115
Department:
Biology; specialty:
marine invertebrates- octopi, squid
Degrees: A.A., Union College; B.A., Rutgers University; Ph. D., University of Miami
Previous teaching positions: Union College, University

of Miami, International Oceanographic Foundation
Hobbies and interests: woodworking, antique cars

Kentucky State Univer-

Self-characterization:
"a Christian.. .a support person
for my husband. ..an outgoing person... a career
per-

ROBERT BRODIE

JAMES GROTON

Amy

Name:

Photos by John

Dorfman

Hobbies and
dance

Name: Robert Brodie

interests:

Location: Wiggins

running,

See

New

swim
Teachi

CUSTXDM T .hf

i

M'HTPTin

SCHOOL cX-A-dOSTS

IVLTKE XR.XJI=EIK - OWT>TER.

,\

TWO LOCATIONS
Custom monogrammin
Trophies for sports,

and plaques.

When

i

Presented At

and

jackets
T-shirts

B

ESTILL SPRINGS

.

!V

:

;

ling,

s,

modern

Page 14

& J ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

"complete team outfitters for all major
Sports from little league through
college age players"
WILSON WORTH 0O:N™VEIRSJE NIKH! SHOES
SWINGnSTER TXNIFOrRXwffS IS/r-S-lvr UNIFORMS

,..

Ellis

Location: Wiggins
Department: Music; speicalty: piano
Degrees: B.M., M.M., Indiana University
Previous teaching positions:
Indiana U
derbilt University

-

Family: wife, Kathy; cats, Danae and Squidlette
Self-characterization:
"fairly layed back. ..enjoy having a good time...hard worker... play hard, work hard"

B

.

sity

Hobbies and interests: travelling, swimming, St. Luke's
Spouses' Organization
Family: husband, John (a Middler in the The School
of Theology); dog, Tamar;cat, Bubbles

&

J Athletic Dept.

10% Student Discount Card

NORTHGATE MALL

U-i'

1

September
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Bowie
from Page

came when he

"Station to Station." A pleasant
"White Light/Wh.te
covered the Velvet Underground's
as the moonlight
Heat. " Restless excitement built
acoustic guitar during the
crooner actually strummed an
bubble burst in the second
tranquil "Space Oddity." The
unexpected sax solo for
encore when he lurched into an
surprise

"Modern Love."

AS WITH ANY

is

Name:

Family:
tor in

Self

Vic? A:

19th century prose

,-..,..

,

wife, Cheryl Spector (also an English instruc-

College of Arts and Sciences)
-characterization: "I am attentive

The

to

MICHAEL WAAG

SUSAN KAUFMAN

details.,

Name: Michael Waae-

definitely

Name: Susan Harrison Kaufman
Location: C-27
Department: Fine Arts; specialty: 17th and 18th century art history
B.A., Emory University; M.A., Vanderbllt
Degrees:
University; Ph.D., University of Georgia
Previous teaching positions: The University of Texas,
The Art Institute, Georgia State University, Atlanta

costumes;
schoolboy backups) via their international
come forhowever, they were set back and would rarely
Slick
ward The one exeption was lead guitarist Earl
representative
whose pretentious stage antics were more
the blues
of a heavy metal axe-man. (Unfortunately
not to tour with
guitarist Stevie Ray Vaughan opted
Bowie after contributing his talents to the latest album.)
it,

English; specialty:

sometimes oblivious to the world and not because of

particular song. Likeyet would impressively enhance a
certain image
wise, each band member projected a
the English
(ranging from the New Dehli guitarist to

worth

WL-7

new

accessible material. Like the straightfoward
lighting and stage dramatics
lyrics of "Let's Dance," the
were simple and
were never elaborate or grandiose. They

trip

|ohn Bclhune

Location:

Department:

most

Q: Well, was the

at the

a free spirit"

woodworking

and well
however, the sheer amount of tunes (about 20)
leftover
planned segues lessened this problem. The
Motown soul of Young Americans took precedence
synthesizer experiments on Heroes

his

but

disciplined

"pretty
•

same time

Hobbies

tions are not always

conglomeration of styles and personalities

husband, David Reyes

Family:

Self-characterization:

University
Degrees: B.A., Reed College; M.A., Cornell
and interests: collecting first edition books,

concert, the performer's song selecthe same as the listener's wishes;

over his alienated
Bowie's
and Low. Discarding artistic sensibility,

teachers

1

College of Art

photography,
western dance, Mexican food
Family: husband, David; cat

Hobbies and

interests:

Self-characterization:

country-

travel,

Location: G-121
Department: Spanish; specialty: Latin-Ameru

i

and

Indian studies
B.A., University of Arizona; M.A., Ph. D.,
Degrees:
University of Illinois
The
Previous teaching positions: University of Illinois,
Bi-Lingual Institute

camping, running,
Hobbies and interests:
wood-working, Latin-American Anthropology

sailing,

Family: daughter, Ingrid
Self-characterization:
ple.

"I like the

have an abiding interest

I

like peooutdoors.
Latin-America, esI

in

pecially in the Latin-Arr

"very responsible.

God only

knows.
(Special thanks to Brother

Bug

for transportation as

well as spiritual inspiration. All contributions to the
Disciples of Bowie arc tax-deductible.)

J[\onUac>L J\l\otd and <J?eitauxant

$50
We

need an advertising

logo.

SUNDAlj

3RVVAI)

BAR-B-QUERIBS

SHRIMP
All

You Can

Eat $7.95

1 full

pound of ribs,

charbroiled and

served with our special sauce. Potato

and Salad

though
Peel and
you were sitting on the Gulf
Beach of Mississippi. Served
with Baked Potato and Salad Bar.
eat just as

Tine University

Market

Bar.

$6.95

Party supplies, late night munchies,

meat cut to order, fresh
vegetables, beer.

We

fruits

and

accept checks!

CANDLES
KITCHEN UTENSILS

NEEDLEWORK
We'll pay

$50 for the best

-

Cotton Clothing from India

idea

we

receive.

seconds and close-outs

LIemon

See manager for

$12.00

Blouses

details.

NEW HOURS

Bedspreads

$12.00

Dresses

»20.00

HANDMADE POTTERY STAINED GLASS
-

Mon-Thurs...7-10

BASKETS TOYS
-

uni versity a
(Across

Sun...l-9
Fri

& Sat

til

midnight

University of the South

ve.

From Bank)

SEAL GRAPH FOR CROSS-STICH

Open Monday Through Saturday

phone 598-0334

1

1-5 p.m.

.
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Sewanee's history followed through ages
BY ELIZABETH

N.

CHITTY

THE OPENING OF

a

Otey's Prospect, Polk's Lookout, Elliot Point and
Park, while Morgan's Steep is a memorial to a prewar
in

new academic year-the 116th

in the University's history-is

an appropriate time to look
the origins of customs and traditions which have
survived through the years since the founding in 1857
at

and opening

in

1868.

The University

itself

was founded to provide a re"owned and controll-

gional institution, sponso red-even

ed"-by the Episcopal Church from North Carolina to
Texas and, in the beginning, from Tennessee to Florida.
(Virginia had its own institutions; Kentucy and
Missouri joined up later.) Nowhere in the South, and
indeed in the country, was there a great university on
the scale of Oxford and Cambridge or the German universities. Johns Hopkins, with its emphasis on graduate
work, was nearly twenty years in the future.
State
schools were mainly small colleges. The plan was for
students to come here after completion of bachelor's
degrees elsewhere.
Several attempts by Episcopalians
to

establish

colleges or seminaries for single dioceses

were unsuccessful. Together they might succeed.
At Lookout Mountain in 1857 trustees from ten
an institution soon named The
University of the South, encompassing not only the
traditional disciplines of medicine, law and thology,
but having such varied features as agriculture with an
experimental farm (before the land-grant colleges),
states decided to create

schools of education, civil engineering including architecture (ten years before a university offered it elsewhere), and a total of 30 "schools" or departments,
including the range from "ethnology and universal

geography" to sacred music.

THE

SITE AT Sewanee was chosen from sixteen
places offering inducements of land and money.
The
Cumberland Plateau met the principal qualifications:
convenience of access, since Chattanooga was a railroad
center and the tracks up the mountain had come in 1 856
on the way to the coal fields of Tracy City; and altitude,
above the "malaria line" (though the relationship to the
mosquito was not then clear). Furthermore, the nearly
10,000 acres offered, half by the Sewanee Mining

Company and

half by citizins of Franklin County,
guaranteed control of the immediate environment,
allowing creation of a society which would contribute
to the welfare of the students (and away from the "grog
shops" which it was feared might distract the young

The name Sewanee was applied to the region, a
word meaning "southern," though the

benefactor and not a Confederate general. No classes
had been held no students enrolled.
During the war 100,000 men crossed the plateau
as
the Confederate army retreated (the skirmish at Sewanee on July 4, 1863 was overshadowed by events at
Gettysburg and Vicksburg on that date). There remained at war's end only the domain, the board of trustees,
the constitution and charter, and an old log cabin.
The
;

handsome endowment of S500.000 was gone with the
wind.

March, 1866, the new bishop of Tennessee,
Charles T. Quintard, came to plant a wooden cross
and
declare the University re-established.
Bishop Otey of
In

cation were built before Walsh Hall came along
in 1890
to usurp the chapel site they were designed to
accom-

AT THE TURN of the century there was a medical
school (1892-1909), law school (1893-1909), civil engineering, and fabulous football, but stricter
national
standards brought an end of medical education and hard
times reduced the student body to less than 100 in the
These were the days of the football team of
1899 who in a six-day jaunt by train defeated Texas in
A&M in Houston, Tulane in New Orleans,
LSU at Baton Rouge, and Ole Miss at Memphis, while
the 1909 "Champions of the South " had a twelve-man
college.

Austin, Texas

squad.

'Nowhere in the country was there a great university
on the scale of Oxford and Cambridge
or the German universities."
Tennessee had died in 1 863 Bishop Polk of Louisiana
had been killed by cannon fire in 1 864. Bishop Elliott
of Georgia would not live to see the year 1866 out.
The land itself was in jeopardy. When the trustees met
at Rebel's Rest in the fall of 1866 the deeds had been
misplaced, and the Sewanee Mining Company Grant
required the opening of school by ten years from September 25, 1858. George R. Fairbanks stayed at Sewanee superintending the building of a few wooden
structures while in 1867 Bishop Quintard went to England to beg funds to pay for that construction. Nine
students and four professors held an opening service in
the unfinished St. Augustine's Chapel on September 18,
1 868, a week short of the deadline.
From the next few years came the customs observed
today.
Upperclassmen began to wear gowns in 1871,
three years before the first degrees were awarded. The
Order of gownsmen was established in 1873, to be for
years
100
the principal student government, joined in
1969-70 by the Student Assembly. The Archives has
examination papers bearing today's Honor Code wording dated 1876.
More than half of today's fraternities
were founded before 1890 at Sewanee, and several had
the first houses owned or built in their national groups.
The first Hodgson Hall was built on the present site in
1874. St. Luke's opened in 1879. Breslin and Convo;

THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM has been remarkably stable. When in the 1960's many colleges lowered
requirements, Sewanee dropped one semester of a
foreign language and conpulsory chapel, but the mathematics requirement was strengthened. Interdepartmenmajors are comparativley new, as are the granting of
degrees in theatre, music and psychology. There is a
wider choice of off-campus academic experience.
tal

$500

PRIZES

"foggy" or

of

"misty"

another possible definition as
will be apparent before many

In the years between the founding in 1857 and
the Civil War, there was mapping and development of
the site, clearing roads, choosing locations of principal
buildings, and outlining the curriculum and the organizational structure.
English terms were adopted: the
Vice-Chancellor would be the president, while the
Chancellor would be head of the Board of Trustees,
after the English fashion

FROM THE

admired by the founders.

INITIAL

of 1857-1861 came
the concept of Episcopal Church ownership, justification for the name University of the South, the
vast domain
(next largest in contiguous land than all
but Berry College), the organizational framework
(which yields today perhaps the largest board of
trustees in the nation) and nomenclature.
Names too
remain in natural features: the founders are remembered
years

AWARDED AS WELL

BONUS BASED ON RESULTS.

MONTHLY
PAYMENT FOR PLACING
POSTERS ON CAMPUS
FLEXIBLE HOURS.

Shawnee

appropriateness

OR MORK

EACH SCHOOL YEAR.

800-526-0K83.

HAMMER'S
FAMOUS BRAND
CLOTHING AND

FABRICS

Homemade

AT LOW
DISCOUNT PRICES

Pizza

ON THE SQUARE - WINCHESTER, TN.
OPEN TILL

10 P.M.

MONTEAGLE

WINCHESTER
AVIATION,

SPECIAL KEG PRICES

CALL AHEAD FOR ORDER
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Excerpts from report on reduced load
Editor's nole;

The following

arc excerpts

from the Curriculum and Academic Policy

1.

wc cannot

We

believe that the present system of prescribed courses

should be retained.

Committee's May 1983 Report which was released io the fatuity yesterday. They
arc nai intended [o-bc a comprehensive representation of the report. We regret that

Wc

realize that in

is

basically sound,

and

most outstanding colleges the distribution

re-

quirements arc less structured than ours, and that there are good reasons for many of
these programs. Nevertheless, wc are persuaded that the approach which has been developed and maintained over the years at Sewanec provides an excellent liberal arts

print the entire text.

The committee noted a general faculty concern that entering students atSewance
do not write as well as was once the case and that even upperclassmcn had difficulties
the fact that a lack of skill in the
We found little consolatio
in prose composition.
two freshmen courses
use of English is a general problem in American e
s particularly valuable
in English taken by virtually all Scwanec student

education and constitutes
education

in

art

important part of our distinctive contribution to higher

America.

i

in

dealing with this problem,

of

All

duced course-work

many

faculty

members who

favor a system of

re-

and students, and we are agreed that the concept
in a form that is sufficiently specific to provide a

faculty

ifor

We do, however, propose three changes in the prescribed courses: a) In the Mathematics and Experimental Science requirement: (1) One course in Mathematics (except for Computer Science). (2) One course in Biology, Chemistry, or Physics at the
100-lcvcl. (3) One additional course in either of the above, or a laboratory course in
2.

(page 8)

us realize that there are

Psychology or Geology.
The rationale for this proposal is the belief that every student receiving a degree in the arts and sciences should take at least one semester in the
That there be a Physical Education requirement of two
basic natural sciences,
b)

should be presented! to the faculty
basis for constructive discussion.

If

the faculty clearly indicates a desire to

move

in

committee would certhe direction of a change in our curricular structure, then this
would do justice to the
tainly devote itself to formulating a detailed proposal which
various concerns and needs of which we have been made aware, (page 22)

32

one

(96-99

courses

requi ed

hours)

credit

and the the Arts

(1) Literature

courses:

-

Natural Science and Mathematics - Thret
- Three courses;
at least one in History a

(2)

ence

for

graduation.

II

Prescribed

Thr<recourses; one in English (101 or 102),
d one Fine Arts, Music or Theatre.

foreign language (300-levcl or above),

in a

>urses.

at least

Philosophy and

one

nomics, or Political Science. (4)
in Religion. There would thus be eleven prescribed cout

in

Two
>

(excluding elementary and

4 courses {5 would be allowed with special permission). V Normal
VI Academic Cal3 courses in each semester.
=
class meeting the equivalent of 3 times weekly

faculty teaching load per semester:

endar:

5

1

weeks per semester: each

Insofar as possible, elementary and intermediate language c
by the intensive method (four sessions each week), as is now in

4.

45 sessions per semester, (page 23)

5.

PlanB
(108-111 credit hours) required for graduation.
the changes proposed on pp. 20-21.

36 ecu

1

As

sem but with

at pre

IV

present.

4

rid

i

mic Cale ndar

14;'

all

in-

departments.

7.
in

Ideally, departments offering majors should have at least three faculty members,
order to provide a proper variety of approaches and specializations. Smaller de-

partments

now

be

(page 24)

made

do so, but should be encouraged
As resources permit, efforts should

offering majors should continue to

to develop joint majors with other departments.

1

i

ester,

should be taught

singly being done.

re-

Normal student course load per semester: 5 courses in 4 sethe other 4 semesters. V Normal faculty teaching load per
one semester each year and 4 courses in the other. VI Acadeng the equivalent of 3
ks per semester; each

per

s

-es

Every possible encouragement should be given towards the incorporation of

struction in English usage into courses in

Prescribed courses:

The major would

in

3c

semester

II

Ill

the University

That two year-long, interdisciplinary courses be developed, with faculty members
drawn from several departments, one in World Literature and the other in Social
Thought and Institutions. Readings for the World Literature course would be drawn
from English and from ancient and modern foreign languages.
Materials for the
course in Social Thought and Institutions would be drawn from the social sciences,
philosophy, and religion. Both courses would give students the opportunity to read
and analyze a member of classic texts, assist them in integrating their learning in the
liberal arts, and develop in them a greater aesthetic, critical, and m

Anthropology, Ecocourses, at least one

intermediate language study) instead of thirteen as at present. Ml The major would
normally consist often courses. Every student graduating with 32 courses would be
required to take 20 courses outside the major field. IV Normal student course load
per semester:

in

3.

History and Social Sci-

(3)

Religi

Playing

Band should no longer satisfy part of this requirement, c) That a basic knowledge of
computers, including some of their capabilities and uses, and their potential social
impact, be required of all students; this knowledge to be demonstrated through a
proficiency test or through completion of Computer Science 100.

A

Plan
I

semesters, but that academic credit for this be eliminated.

to increase the size-of the smaller departments,

(pages 20-21

Overcrowding
from Page
'happy'

a

quandrarv

rooms

find

have

have

to

i(better

have

to

to scramble

to

number of students than to
hundred emptv dorm rooms!), it has

for

a

a

small

Both
fact

Dean

Seiters

that this situation

nd Dean Pascha
is highly unusua

and care would be tak en

nevertheless, been a problem.
Housing has been
found for those students who were temporarily situated
in the Sewanec Inn.
The fourth floor of St. Luke's
has been turned into a dorm for seventeen men (a situa-

in

1

stressed

for

the

Sewanee

the future to prevent an

]]

'overcrowded' school
Paschall

;

1

full

said,

'There

share this year.'

still,

tion

The enrollment picture

'awkward' -having
was possible solely

that Seiters described as being

dorm

a

Seminary);

the

in

this

through the generosity of the Seminary and the College
is

ruremelv

are .ilmost

all

grateful.
The
'married
students
being utilized bv single male students; at

moment, only

the present
situations

a

few upperclassmcn

who were promised

Seniors

(i.e.

did not receive them) are

in

still

living

singles but

the process of being

worked out.

HOUSING HAS NOT

been the only problem: sched-

new students has run into a few
snags as well, particularly in the language departments.
Associate Dean of the College Doug Paschall emphasized
uling of classes for

however, that

it

was not only the 'crowded' situation of
Freshmen to run into trouble

the college that caused

when

registering

for language classess (oarticularly
French), but also bec?use of the switchover this year to

four hour

Wi.h

200

professors

fewer

teach

level classes, as well as the

personnel

teaching four

classes,

occurred

so
this

four hour

100

hour courses, they

consequently
fall.

a shortage of
Scheduling freshmen

for history classes

were

places
shift

to

instead

was another problem but in the end,
found for all, although some opted to

political

of

science

or

beginning their

philosophy
history requirement this
religion

or

Freshman

First

Time Students

Total Full Time Students

I

1

'We have a full college, Dean
no depar ment not doing its
'

is

Total enrollment versus Freshrr
semester of the last 5 years.

